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Feedback system for divertor impurity seeding based on real-time measurements of surface heat flux in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak

D. Brunner¹, W. Burke¹, A.Q. Kuang¹, B. LaBombard¹, B. Lipschultz², and S. Wolfe¹

¹Plasma Science and Fusion Center, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139 USA
²Department of Physics, University of York, Heslington, York, YO10 5DD, UK

Mitigation of the intense heat flux to the divertor is one of the outstanding problems in fusion energy. One technique that has shown promise is impurity seeding, i.e., the injection of low-Z gaseous impurities (typically N₂ or Ne) to radiate and dissipate the power before it arrives to the divertor target plate. To this end the Alcator C-Mod team has created a first-of-its-kind feedback system to control the injection of seed gas based on real-time surface heat flux measurements. Surface thermocouples provide real-time measurements of the surface temperature response to the plasma heat flux. The surface temperature measurements are inputted into an analog computer that ‘solves’ the 1-D heat transport equation to deliver accurate, real-time signals of the surface heat flux. The surface heat flux signals are sent to the C-Mod digital plasma control system, which uses a PID algorithm to control the duty cycle demand to a pulse width modulated piezo valve, which in turn controls the injection of gas into the private flux region of the C-Mod divertor. This paper presents the design and implementation of this new feedback system as well as initial results using it to control divertor heat flux.

I. Introduction

The recent compilation of a multi-machine database on scrape-off layer heat flux widths has shed light on the heat flux challenge: the heat flux width scales inversely with the poloidal magnetic field and independent of machine size¹². Such a scaling suggests that the unmitigated ‘upstream’ heat flux parallel to the magnetic field will be ~5GW/m² in ITER and ~10GW/m² in ARIES-class devices³. Active cooling technology⁴ limits steady-state surface power exhaust to ~10MW/m², while erosion limits may require this to be even lower³. Tilting the divertor surface such that it is nearly parallel (~1°) to the magnetic field—such as in the vertical target plate divertor⁵—reduces the surface heat flux by a factor of ~60 from the parallel heat flux. This leaves a factor of ~10 gap in power handling.

One of the promising techniques to meet this heat flux handling gap is the injection of low-Z impurities⁶, such as N₂ or Ne. Radiating impurities convert the plasma heat flux—which is essentially directed parallel to the magnetic field—into a more uniform photon heat flux, spreading the heat over a larger area. Low-Z impurities are efficient radiators of power (up to 10’s MW/m³) at temperatures (1-100eV) and densities (10²⁰-10²¹m⁻³) typical in the boundary plasma.
There have been many studies on radiative divertor seeding, primarily using feed-forward programming of the injection of impurities\(^ {7-9} \). However, there is much less experience with feedback control of seeding. Experiments at JT-60\(^ {10} \) and Alcator C-Mod\(^ {11} \) have used the radiated power from a bolometer chord as the input to a feedback control of impurity injection. JET\(^ {12} \) has used a VUV nitrogen line for feedback control of nitrogen injection. ASDEX-U\(^ {13-15} \) has made extensive use of the current through a divertor tile (which is loosely tied to the divertor heat flux through reduction in the local electron temperature and thus the thermoelectric current\(^ {16} \)) as well as a double-feedback scenario\(^ {17} \), combining the tile current and a core bolometer channel to control the injection of efficient edge and core radiating impurities.

However, there has yet to be a heat flux mitigation feedback system controlled by the primary signal of interest: the surface heat flux. To this end, the Alcator C-Mod team has developed and implemented the first radiative divertor feedback control system with a surface heat flux input. C-Mod is an excellent environment to test such a system: it operates with the same high-Z vertical target plate divertor geometry as ITER and has boundary heat fluxes (~0.5-1.5GW/m\(^2 \)) approaching those expected in ITER. This system uses molybdenum/tungsten-rhenium surface thermocouples\(^ {18} \) which directly expose the thermojunction to the plasma heat flux incident on the divertor. The surface thermocouple temperature is input into a simple analog RC computer that ‘solves’ the 1-D heat transport in a model of the surface thermocouple. The output of this analog computer is an accurate, real-time signal representative of divertor surface heat flux. The heat flux signal is used as the observer input into a PID controller implemented in the C-Mod Digital Plasma Control System (DPCS)\(^ {19} \). Based on the error between the heat flux signal and a programmed observer level, the DPCS outputs a duty cycle set point voltage to a pulse width modulated piezo valve\(^ {20} \) introducing impurities into the divertor private flux region.

This paper proceeds as follows: Section II provides details of the new feedback system, including a review of the surface thermocouples as well as introductions to the heat flux calculation circuit, the piezo seeding valve and tube, and the PID controller implementation of the feedback system the DPCS. Section III demonstrates use of the system to control the divertor heat flux in Alcator C-Mod L-mode plasmas. A discussion of the feedback system and applicability to of such a technique to future systems is given in Section IV. Appendix A discusses improvements to the surface thermocouple system that have been made to the original surface thermocouples system described in Ref.\(^ {18} \). Appendix B discusses how to extend the present surface thermocouple and heat flux circuit from a pulse system (~2s) to a steady-state system.

II. Feedback control system

   a. Surface temperature measurements
Here we give a brief review of the surface thermocouple diagnostic. For a more detailed discussion of their implementation in C-Mod, see Ref. 18. The surface thermocouples were custom made by NANMAC, based on their patented “self-renewing” thermocouple design21. The surface thermocouple is composed of a 2mm wide by 0.05mm thick 74% tungsten-26% rhenium ribbon that runs down the middle of a 6.35mm diameter molybdenum cylinder. The ribbon is electrically isolated from the cylinder with thin sheets of mica. The thermojunction is initiated on the plasma-facing surface by filing and cold welding the

**Figure 1** Cross section of Alcator C-Mod showing the location of the surface thermocouples in the outer divertor where the plasma heat flux is typically the largest and the gas tube injecting impurities in the “gas box” behind the divertor module. There is a gap at the bottom of the outer divertor that allows the gas to flow into the private flux region.
two thermoelectric elements. NANMAC supplied the non-linear voltage to temperature conversion (∼16 µV/°C) for this non-standard thermojunction.

Signals are carried out on mineral insulated cables with copper center conductor and stainless steel cladding (coaxial cable was used in earlier implementations, we have subsequently switched to a triaxial cable to increase signal reliability, see Appendix A). As such, there are multiple uncompensated thermojunctions (e.g., tungsten-rhenium to copper and molybdenum to stainless steel) between the surface thermojunction and the measurement electronics. Use of this system therefore relies on making measurements of the ambient temperature of the thermocouple assembly prior to a discharge. This is performed via ice-point compensated type-K thermocouples embedded in the divertor tiles surrounding the surface thermocouples. The change in signal voltage during the plasma pulse is then attributed to a change in surface thermojunction voltage and thus surface temperature. This is a valid assumption during the discharges in C-Mod, which are too short (<2s) for the other thermojunctions to change temperature. Extension of this system to steady state is discussed in Appendix B. The surface heat flux is digitally computed after each plasma discharge by using the recorded surface temperatures as the boundary condition on 1-D finite element thermal model of the surface thermocouple.

An array of these surface thermocouples are mounted in the lower, outer divertor of Alcator C-Mod (see Figure 1 here as well as Fig. 1 in Ref. 22) along with thermally isolated calorimeters and Langmuir probes. They are placed in a poloidal column of tiles that are ramped 2° with respect to the direction of the toroidal magnetic field. This ensures that the sensors are not shadowed by the adjacent divertor module. The integrated energy fluxes from the surface thermocouples were benchmarked against the calorimeters over all divertor plasma regimes—from sheath-limited to fully detached—demonstrating that they accurately measure the surface heat flux\textsuperscript{18,23}. At low collisionality the profile of heat flux across the divertor had excellent agreement in comparison to Langmuir probe estimates of plasma heat flux using the standard sheath heat flux transmission coefficient modified to include finite current\textsuperscript{18}. However they diverged as the divertor collisionality increased at the onset of divertor plasma pressure detachment, with the surface thermocouples reporting a much lower heat flux than expected from the Langmuir probes and sheath heat flux theory\textsuperscript{24}. This discrepancy is a well-known and still outstanding issue in divertor plasma physics and probe interpretation\textsuperscript{24,25}. Therefore, we choose to use surface thermocouples over Langmuir probes to generate the heat flux observer signal for this feedback system, largely due to the Langmuir probe’s inability to accurately measure the divertor plasma parameters in this regime.

b. Real-time heat flux signal
The real-time heat flux calculation circuit takes advantage of the fact that heat diffusion through a solid and current diffusion through an RC network both have the same fundamental equations:

\[
\frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial t} = \frac{\kappa}{\rho C_p} \frac{\partial^2 T(x, t)}{\partial x^2}, \\
\frac{\partial V(x, t)}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{R_L C_L} \frac{\partial^2 V(x, t)}{\partial x^2}.
\]

Where \( T \) is the temperature, \( V \) voltage, \( \kappa \) is the thermal conductivity, \( \rho \) the mass density, \( C_p \) the heat capacity, \( R_L \) the resistance per unit length, and \( C_L \) the capacitance per unit length. Thus an RC transmission line can be used as an analog model for heat conduction. Applying the voltage output of the surface thermocouples as the input voltage boundary condition to the RC transmission line, the surface heat flux incident on the surface thermocouples is simply proportional to the current entering the RC transmission line. Modeling heat transport with analog circuits was common around the 1960’s as it was much easier at the time to implement than numerical computation\(^{26}\). Present day applications of the electrical analog technique to model heat conduction include interpretation of thin-film gauges\(^{27}\) as well as thermal models for integrated circuits\(^{28}\).

![Figure 2 Schematic of the discrete RC transmission line used as an analog computer for real-time calculations of surface heat flux.](image)

Although a continuous RC network with matched diffusivity to the molybdenum surface thermocouple body could produce a highly accurate analog thermal model, it is simpler and sufficient to use discrete electrical components, Figure 2. This is the physical equivalent to using a finite-element digital calculation as a numerical approximation to solving the diffusion equation. Using discrete components requires specification of the physical node spacing. Since this system must primarily simulate changes in surface heat fluxes, an optimized node spacing, \( \Delta x_n \), has small spacing at the surface to accurately model steep gradients in the temperature. While larger node spacing towards the rear of the sensor model is sufficient to accurately model heat transport over long-time scales.

To find the minimum number of nodes and the optimal node spacing for pulsed surface heat fluxes we utilized the same finite element heat transport code used to compute surface heat fluxes from surface thermocouple data after plasma pulses. First a
run of the code with finely spaced nodes was done, applying a 10MW/m² heat pulse to the surface for 10s. The resulting surface temperature evolution was stored and then applied to a series of models with much sparser node spacing (from 3 to 15 nodes, holding the total length of the simulated body constant). To optimize the number of nodes and node spacing, the resulting surface heat flux calculations were then compared to the input on the first model. An error-minimization algorithm was allowed to adjust the node spacing for each case such that the simulated heat flux most closely matched original 10MW/m² 10s pulse.

Using this technique, we found that a 7 node RC ladder with ~2.2 factor increase of \( \Delta x \) between adjacent nodes was able to accurately model (<5% error) heat fluxes spanning times scales from 1ms to 10s. This was sufficient to keep up with the thermal response of the surface thermocouples (few milliseconds) through the duration of a typical C-Mod pulse (~2 seconds). The optimal ~2.2 node spacing was fortunate, as standard capacitors are available in factor ~2.2 increments. The results were not particularly sensitive to the 2.2 value increase in node spacing. Increasing the number of nodes primarily results in finer node spacing at the surface, which increases the accuracy of the calculation at small time scales beyond what is necessary for this situation. Decreasing the number of nodes primarily results in larger node spacing at the surface, slowing down the time response of the calculation.

Thermal resistance and heat capacity of solids varies with temperature but the values of standard resistors and capacitors are independent of voltage. Consequently, fixed representative values of thermal properties of molybdenum had to be chosen. Using the properties at 100°C \( (\rho=10240\text{kg/m}^3, C_p=261\text{J/kg/K}, \kappa=134\text{W/m/K}, \alpha=5\text{e-5m}^2/\text{s}) \) was a fair compromise, since the bulk of the surface thermocouple body is around this temperature through the course of a plasma discharge. This approximation results in small, few percent, underestimates of the surface heat flux at elevated temperatures. The values for our optimized node spacing and corresponding discrete resistor and capacitor values are shown in Table I. The capacitor values were chosen based on common values and the observation that the optimized node spacing increases by ~2.2. The resistor values were calculated from the optimized node spacing points and capacitor values \( (R_n = \Delta x_n^2 / \alpha C_n) \). Comparison of the real-time analog and post-processed digital computations of surface heat flux are shown in Figure 3. In this plasma discharge auxiliary heating power was modulated, resulting in large modulations to the surface heat flux. The real-time analog computation matches both the magnitude and fast time scales of the surface heat flux modulations as well as the long-term evolution of the surface heat flux.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T-node</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table I Values of the optimized finite element node distances along with the corresponding resistances and capacitances.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta x_0$ [mm]</th>
<th>0.240</th>
<th>0.240</th>
<th>0.513</th>
<th>1.09</th>
<th>2.40</th>
<th>5.13</th>
<th>10.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_n$ [kΩ]</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>112.</td>
<td>238.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_n$ [µF]</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3** Comparison of the response of the real-time analog heat flux computer and the post-discharge digital computation during a plasma discharge where the Lower Hybrid (LH) auxiliary power was modulated. Top panel shows the surface temperature evolution, middle panel shows the analog (red) and digital (blue) computed heat fluxes, and bottom panel the modulated auxiliary power.

c. **Divertor impurity seeding valve and tube**

An impurity seeding valve and tube were installed principally for feedback control experiments. The seeding tube releases gas into the volume behind the lower, outer divertor module (Figure 1). The divertor modules have a gap underneath them that allows the seeding gas into the private flux region. A pulse width modulated piezo valve releases the seeding gas from a plenum into the seeding tube. The pressure of gas in the plenum sets the maximum seeding rate. Seeding rates below this value can be obtained by changing the demand voltage that controls the duty cycle of the pulse width modulation\(^{20}\). Typical plenum pressures for $N_2$ seeding range from \(~15-45\text{psi} (~100-300\text{Pa})\), total gas injected from \(~5-10\text{Torr-L} (~0.67-1.3\text{Pa-m}^3)\), and time-averaged injection rates of \(~10\text{Torr-L/s} (~1.3\text{Pa-m}^3/\text{s})\).

d. **PID controller**
The C-Mod DPCS\textsuperscript{19} is used as the control interface for this heat flux feedback system. Both the surface heat flux input signals and the duty cycle demand output signals are connected to the DPCS through Analog Fiber Optic Links (AFOLs) to maintain electric isolation of the separate systems. The DPCS allows for a straightforward implementation of a PID controller\textsuperscript{29}. Before each discharge, independent waveforms may be programmed for each of the signals:

1. Surface heat flux demand set point
2. Duty cycle feed forward program
3. Proportional error coefficient
4. Integral error coefficient
5. Derivative error coefficient

The DPCS calculates the error of the inputted observer (real-time surface heat flux) with the set point signals and outputs a demand voltage to the valve duty cycle based on the feed forward programming and the sum of the proportional, integral, and derivative of the error multiplied by their respective coefficients. The DPCS controller also allows for more complex control algorithms to be programmed (e.g., one based on a state-space model), however, this option was not implemented for this first instance of the heat flux feedback system.

**III. Feedback control of surface heat flux in L-mode plasmas**

L-mode plasmas are an excellent platform in which to test the heat flux feedback control system: they do not require auxiliary heating systems, are relatively steady and easy to obtain, have low impurity confinement in the core plasma and in C-Mod, and with high plasma current (1.1MA) can reach unmitigated boundary heat fluxes parallel to the magnetic field of \(\sim 0.5\text{GW/m}^2\) (surface heat flux \(\sim 25\text{MW/m}^2\) on the surface thermocouples). It was found that using the average of four of the surface thermocouples within 4mm of the strike point (mapped to the outer midplane along magnetic flux surfaces) provided a good input signal that minimized effect of moving strike point position. It was relatively straightforward to implement the PID controller, taking only a few discharges to tune up the P, I, and D gains to achieve a stable response. Not only is such a system an important test of the ability to mitigate surface heat flux in a controlled way, it also has proven useful in performing controlled experiments to systematically explore the effects radiation-based dissipation of divertor heat flux on the ‘upstream’ heat flux width. Use of the heat flux controller in high power H-mode plasmas will be reported in a future publication.
IV. Discussion

This paper reports the first demonstration of feedback control of impurity seeding in a tokamak via direct measurement of divertor target surface heat flux. The system was found to provide controlled mitigation of large heat fluxes through injection of radiating impurities, similar to what has been achieved before in feed-forward impurity seeding experiments. Despite its utility, this type of system has inherent performance limitations. While adequate for steady or slowly changing heat fluxes, the system (and any system based on injection of neutral gas) is clearly not able to respond to fast timescale phenomena, such as those associated with plasma that occur faster than a ~100ms. The main limitation stems from the slow transport of injected gas from the valve, through the seeding tube, and into the plasma. The oscillation period of the PID controller (as

Figure 4 Demonstration of the heat flux feedback system. Red traces are from a plasma discharge with the heat flux feedback system off and blue traces are from a repeated discharge with it on. Top panel is the average of the surface heat flux from the four sensors nearest the strike point. Second panel is the surface heat flux from the sensor nearest the peak; due to the discrete sensors, the actual peak surface heat flux may not be measured.
seen in Figure 4), which is a rough measure of the response time, is typically \~150\,ms. Feedback via gas seeding will be inadequate to deal with the time-changing heat fluxes through an ELM (Edge-Localized Mode\textsuperscript{36}), i.e., large bursts of particles and heat to the boundary arriving in \~1\,ms timescale. Ideally, the impurity radiation front itself is resilient enough to absorb the transient heat and particle fluxes and keep the high heat flux from the ELMs from reaching the target. One promising possibility is to take advantage of the radiation front stability due to total flux expansion\textsuperscript{3,31,32} (i.e., a divertor leg which extends out in major radius).

Another limitation is that the system only has an active ‘push’ of seeding gas into the system and has no controlled ‘pull’, relying instead on the passive pumping of nitrogen by the first wall as well as that by the cryopump. To avoid over-puffing the seeding gas—and possibly ruining the discharge—this lack of control restricts the peak gas input rate. Another option that is presently being explored is to use the C-Mod lower hybrid system (which is normally used to drive current in the core plasma) as an active ‘pull’ on the seeding by adding power to the boundary plasma. The lower hybrid system is shown to be a capable tool in this respect: it can put 100’s of kW of power into the boundary within 1\,ms of turning on (Figure 3). On the other hand, heating systems that deposit their power in the core plasma (such as Ion-Cyclotron Range of Frequencies (ICRF) as used on C-Mod), change the divertor heat balance on core energy confinement timescales (>10\,ms on C-Mod). This is faster than the time response of neutral gas injection but still much slower than direct deposition of power in the boundary.

A heat flux feedback control system for impurity seeding such as that employed here could be readily extended to other devices. Means to extending the pulsed system used in C-Mod to long-pulse/steady-state systems are discussed in Appendix B. Although the survivability of many diagnostics within the neutron environment of a reactor remains to be demonstrated, if adequate insulators as well as thermoelements that are insensitive to transmutation under the fusion neutron spectrum are found, the surface thermocouple could be used as the heat flux sensor in burning plasma devices (e.g., ITER\textsuperscript{33}, DEMO\textsuperscript{34}, or ARC\textsuperscript{35}). There has been some research into using standard thermocouples in a fusion nuclear environment for ITER\textsuperscript{36}. Additionally, IR cameras or diodes may also be used as heat flux sensors (since the submission of this paper, work demonstrating the development of a real-time capable IR system for ASDEX-U has been publish\textsuperscript{37}). Although IR-based systems must confront the challenges of making accurate measurements of surface heat flux in the presence of uncertainties in the surface emissivity\textsuperscript{38}, surface films, and thermal conductivity\textsuperscript{25,39}, they only require an optical pathway to the target surface. Finally, an analog heat flux computer was chosen because it was inexpensive and simple to build. However, digital computation of the surface heat flux from the surface temperature is also a viable method.
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Appendix A: Improvements to the surface thermocouple system

There have been three important improvements to the surface thermocouple system on C-Mod since the 2012 paper in RSI\textsuperscript{18}. The first being the cabling: The original cabling system used mineral insulated coaxial cable (stainless steel clad with copper center conductor) with the tungsten-rhenium thermo-element attached to the center conductor and the molybdenum thermo-element attached to the cladding. Fiberglass cloth insulated the shield from grounding to the vacuum vessel. Through the course of a campaign, the cloth would wear away, shorting the cladding to the vacuum vessel, causing ground loops, and introducing electromagnetic noise to the signal. Beginning the FY2015 campaign, the coaxial cabling was replaced with triaxial cabling while the same thermo-element arrangement was maintained on the center conductor and inner shield. The outer shield of the triaxial cable replaced the fiberglass cloth, providing much more resilient protection against shorts to ground. Since this replacement there have been no such grounding failures. Triaxial cabling was previously not used in C-Mod due to concerns about virtual leaks from trapped volumes. However, tests of triaxial cable in a vacuum oven showed the outgassing rate to be sufficiently small to use in C-Mod.

Another improvement to the reliability of the surface thermocouples was to follow closely NANMAC’s guidelines for initiating the surface thermojunction\textsuperscript{40}. Before this, the thermocouple surfaces were filed flush to the divertor surface in a nearly random pattern at initial installation. Some sensors were found to fail as having an open circuit condition at some time during the course of an experimental campaign. For the FY2015 campaign we followed NANMAC’s guideline of filing the surface thermojunction only in one direction, going across the ribbon at \(\sim\)45\(^\circ\) angle. This technique forms a solid thermojunction through friction welding the thermoelements at the surface. Since implementing this technique, the occurrence of open circuits has been significantly reduced. However, open circuits have occurred in discharges where the surface temperature is very large (\(\sim\)2000K), perhaps due to thermal expansion breaking open the thermojunction. True to their ‘self-renewing’ name, the thermojunctions on these sensors reformed in later discharges when under less intense conditions.
The final improvement made surface thermocouple measurements possible during high ICRF power – a key to enabling high heat flux feedback experiments in C-Mod. Previously RF pickup had precluded the use of surface thermocouples during ICRF operation. The original installation of the surface thermocouple system had feedthroughs with ceramic breaks to electrically isolate the cladding of the coaxial cable from the vacuum vessel. Since then, the feedthroughs have been modified to provide an open circuit for DC but a short circuit at RF frequencies. Copper foil is wrapped around the ceramic break, grounded to the feedthrough on one side and electrically isolated by Kapton tape on the other. This RF-short has effectively eliminated all RF pickup during ICRF operation.

Appendix B: Extension of surface thermocouple measurements to a long pulse system

The surface thermocouple system and analog heat flux computation circuit were designed for the pulsed environment of C-Mod. That is, the discharge length in C-Mod is short enough to assume that only the surface thermojunction changes temperature and the rear of the surface thermocouple (~20mm from the surface) does not change temperature. This allows for the surface thermocouple signal to be carried on wires made from metals other than the thermocouple pair. However, surface thermocouples could easily be designed for long pulse or continuous systems where the temperature at the rear of the surface thermocouple would change. There are two options for a long pulse system: 1. Continue the thermo-element pair all the way from the thermojunction to the measurement electronics. This would be possible using standard thermo-element pairs using combinations of tungsten and rhenium (e.g., thermocouple types C, D, or G). 2. Carry the signal out on a matched pair of wires (most likely copper) and measure the temperature of the (reference) junction where the thermocouple pair meets the matched pair.

Another change going to long pulse would be the boundary condition at the rear of the thermal model. The two boundary conditions for the pulsed model on the analog heat flux computer are the temperature on the front surface (from the surface thermocouple) and an assumption of zero heat flux on the back surface. Zero heat flux is an adequate assumption given the long length of the surface thermocouple and short time of the plasma discharge. A long pulse system would need a different rear boundary condition. The most likely option would be to have another thermocouple embedded behind the surface and placing that temperature as the rear boundary condition on an appropriate analog model of this new system. This situation would work well with the second option for modifying the surface thermocouple cabling for long pulse: the temperature measurement of the reference junction would make an appropriate rear thermal boundary condition.
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